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ABSTRACT 
We solve the generator problem for Z-graded central simple algebras. Applica- 
tions are given to automorphisms of traee rings of generic matrices and to periodic 
fat-point modules. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If  A is a simple algebra, finite-dimensional over its center K, then it is 
well known (for example [8, Lemma III.1.2]) that A can be generated by two 
elements as a K-algebra. In this paper we investigate the analogous question 
for Z-graded central simple algebras. 
Recall that a Z-graded algebra A = ~ A i is said to be graded /=  - -ac  
central simple iff A has no nontrivial graded ideals. By a graded version of 
Weddenburn's  theorem [7, Theorem 1.5.8], we know that 
k - M . (D[X ,  X -1, 4q) (a ,  . . . . .  a,,) 
for some n, a division algebra D, a generator X having degree d, and an 
automorphism ~b. The numbers a i can be chosen such that 0 ~< a 1 ~ a 2 
" ' "  <~ a n < d. I f  R denotes the skew Laurant polynomial algebra 
D[X, X -1, 4)] graded by the degree of X (that is, Rka = DX ~ and B~ = 0 
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otherwise), then the ith homogeneous part of Mn(D[X ,  X -1, q~]Xa 1 . . . . .  art) 
is equal to 
ai  Ri+a~-a 2 ... Ri+a _a, , ] 
l Ri+a2-a~ Ri ... ni+a2_a, ' 
Ri+a,,-al Ri+a,-az ... R i 
We are interested in the case when A is a finite module over its center. One 
verifies easily that this happens if and only if D is finite-dimensional over its 
center L and ~b ~ Aut(D) is such that some power becomes an inner 
automorphism of D, that is, for a minimal m we have a ~ D such that 
4)re(d) = a -1 • d 'a .  With this notation one verifies that the center becomes 
Z(Mn(D[  X, X -1, ¢])])(a 1 . . . . .  an) ) = K[T ,T  11, 
where K = L 6 is the invariant field of L, and T = aX m a generator o f  
degree e = dm. Furthermore, A satisfies all polynomials in N × N matrices 
where N = him with i the index of D, that is, [D : L] = i 2. 
Obviously, one wonders whether A can always be generated by two 
homogeneous elements over its center. However, we have the following 
EXAMPLE 1. Let b 1 . . . . .  b n be pairwise relatively prime natural numbers 
and e = l-I b i. Then one verifies that 
A = Mn(K[T ,T -1 I ) (b ,  . . . . .  bn) 
with deg T = e cannot be generated by less than n homogeneous elements as 
a K[T, T -1j-algebra. 
On the other hand, it has been conjectured in [2, Remark, p. 1697] that if 
A is generated by A 1 as a A0-algebra (and hence is a strongly graded algebra 
as in [7, 1.3]), then A should be generated by two elements of degree one 
over its center. 
Even in this case the truth is more subtle. A special case of our main 
theorem (Theorem 4) can be phrased as follows 
THEOREM 1. A = M,, (D[X,  X -1, 6] ) (a l  . . . . .  a,~) with deg X = d is 
generated by A 1 as a Ao-algebra i f f  
(a  1 . . . . .  an) = (0000~.,0, 1 . . . . .  1 . . . . .  d -  1) 1, . _ . ,d  - 
P7~ I m 2 tt£ d 
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with all m i >i 1. Then A is generated by k elements of degree one over it,s' 
center if  and only if  
mi <<- kmi +_ l for  all i rood d. 
In fact, we will solve the generator problem in full generality. That is, we 
will give for any A = M,(D[X ,  X 1, &])(al . . . . .  a,,) necessary and sufficient 
numerical conditions to test whether A is generated by k I elements of degree 
dl, k 2 elements of degree d 2 . . . . .  and k~ elements of degree d~. The proof 
relies on translating the problem into a certain quiver-representation-theo- 
retic problem and on the algorithmic description of the dimension vectors of 
simple representations given in [4]. 
Our interest in this problem originated from the following invariant-theo- 
retie problem. Consider the space of m-tuples of n x n matrices M,'," = 
M,~(C) 63 ... 63 Mn(C). If A = (A 1 . . . . .  A,,) ~ M,',", then PGL,, X GL,,, act 
via g .A  i =gA ig  1 for g ~ PGL,, and a 'A  i = S. ai jA j for a E GL,,,. 
We call A a generating m-tuple if the matrices A~ generate M,,(C) as a 
C-algebra, and a saturated m-tuple if (A 1 . . . . .  A,,,_ 1) is a generating m - l- 
tuple. For m >~ 3 one wonders whether 
GL,,~" Sate',' = Gent',  
where Gen '',, (Sat',i') is the open subvariety, of generating (of saturated) 
m-tuples. 
If this equality holds, one can deduce from the work of Z. Reiehstein [9] 
that any two points in the quotient variety Q,'~' = M,I"/PGLr, of the same 
representation type have Zariski-isomorphic neighborhoods. Recall that this 
fact has been proved by Reiehstein when m >~ n + 1. However, we \vill 
prove 
THEOREM "2. For all 3 <~ m <~ n - 1 we have 
GL,n • Sate" ~ Gen',',~. 
This theorem may be seen as evidence that Reichstein's transitivity resnlt 
h~r the automorphism group on the strata cannot be generalized to m ( n. 
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2. REDUCTION TO GRADED MATRICES 
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Throughout this section we keep the same notation as above. That is, 
A = Mn( D[ X,  X -1  , (~])(a I . . . . .  a , ) ,  
where D is a division algebra of index i with center L, the order of the 
automorphism ~b is m in Aut (D) / Inn(D) ,  and the degree of X is d. Then 
the center of A is the graded field K[T,  T -1 ] with K = L 6 and T an element 
of degree e = dm. Moreover, the index of Q(A) over K(T)  is N = him. 
For a 2s-tuple of natural numbers 
g = (k l ,  d l ; . . .  ; ks, ds) 
we say that A is g-generated (over its center K[T ,T -1 ] )  iff A can be 
generated as a K[T,  T-X]-algebra by k 1 elements of degree d 1 . . . . .  and k s 
elements of degree d s. It is clear that we may assume that all d~ < e = 
deg(r). 
We will reduce the problem of g-generateness of A to that of g-gener- 
ateness of a certain graded iV × N matrix algebra over a graded field. The 
crucial property that we need is the fact that A can be split in degree zero; 
see [1, IV.1.7]. Therefore, if *~ is the algebraic losure of K, we know that 
A ® K[T,T  -1 ] is a graded matrix algebra. It remains to determine the 
relevant numbers. 
LEMMA 1. With notation as before, 
A @ K,[T,T -1] ~- MN(K[T ,T -1 ] ) (b l  . . . . .  aN) , 
where (b 1 . . . . .  b N) is 
a . . . . .  a 1 . . . . .  a . . . . . .  an ,  a l  + d, . . . , a 1 + d . . . . .  a n 
i i i 
. . . .  a 1 + (m -- 1)d . . . . .  a 1 + (m - l id ,  
i 
. . . .  a n + (m -- 1)d . . . . .  a n + (m - 1)d) .  
i 
+d . . . . .  an+d,  
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Proof. Easy by comparing the dimensions of the homogeneous compo- 
nents. • 
PROPOSITION 1. Let g = (kp dl ; . . .  ; k~, d~). Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(1) M,~(D[ X, X -1, qb])(a I . . . .  , a n) is g-generated; 
(2) M v(K[T,  T-1])(bl . . . . .  b N) is g-generated. 
Proof. Ad, is a finite-dimensional K vector space, say with basis 
bil . . . . .  biL, . Consider k i general elements in A d,, 
t)  i 
gij = ~ aij,kbik with 1 ~<i <k i ;  
k=l  
consider all monomials in the elements gij, where 1 ~< i ~< s and 1 <~j <<. ki; 
and order this list with respect o the degree of the elements. Let {c I. . . .  } be 
this (infinite) list. Now consider the matrix 
(Tr(Q .c))) i , jeN 
where Tr is the reduced trace of A with values in K[T, T-l] .  Any entry of 
this matrix is a polynomial in the coefficients aij, k with coefficients in 
K[T ,T- ' ] .  
Clearly, the elements glj generate A over K[T ,T  -1 ] if and only if the 
determinant of some N 2 × N 2 minor of the above matrix is nonzero. As 
these determinants are polynomials in the aq, k over KIT, T -1 ], it suffices to 
show that they are not all formally zero. 
As the bij also form a basis for the homogeneous part of degree d, of 
A ® KIT, T- l] ,  we can repeat he above argument to find a necessary and 
sufficient condition for M N (K  [T, T-~])(bl . . . . .  b N) to he g-generated. If this 
is the case one of these determinants has a nonzero value for some Otij 'k E K. 
But this means that the corresponding polynomial is not formally zero, 
whence the corresponding N 2 X N z minor for A has rank N 2, entailing that 
A is g-generated. • 
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3. REDUCTION TO A QUIVER PROBLEM 
From now on we will work over the algebraically closed field /~ of 
characteristic zero and denote it by C. We will slightly change our notation 
and use the dictionary of the foregoing section to translate the obtained 
results back to arbitrary graded central simple algebras. 
We want to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the graded matrix 
algebra 
to be g-generated where g = (k 1, d l ; . . .  ; k s, d s) and where deg T = e. It 
will be more convenient to denote the N-tuple (b 1 . . . . .  b s )  as 
b = (m 1, e l ; . . . ;  m l, e l ) ,  
where 0 ~< e 1 < e 2 < "-. < e t < e are the distinct numbers occurring as b~'s, 
and m i is the multiplicity with which e i appears. Hence, in particular we 
have that E m i = N. 
I f  we denote R = C[T, T- l ] ,  then using our new notation we see that the 
homogeneous part of degree i of MN(R) (b )  can be given a block decomposi- 
tion 
Ri Ri+e l  -e  2 
Ri+e2-el Ri 
ai+et-el ai+el-e2 
R~ + e l  _ e l  - 
"'" Ri+e2_el 
Ri 
where the block at position (u, v) has size m, × m v. This block decomposi- 
tion suggests the following quiver setting. The matrix skeleton MSk(b) for 
b = (m 1, e l ; . . .  ; m z, e l) is defined to be the complete labeled directed graph 
on l vertices where we give the directed arrow 
• )•  
i j 
the label ej - e i mod e. This matrix skeleton encodes the relevant informa- 
tion of the graded matrix algebra MN(R) (b )  if we also give the corresponding 
dimension vector m = (m 1 . . . . .  rot). We have the following observation: 
LEMMA 2. All oriented cycles in the matrix skeleton MSk(b) have total 
label equal to zero in 7//e~_. 
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Given a potential generator datum g = (kl, d~;... ; k~, ds), we will form 
out of the matrix skeleton MSk(b) a quiver Q(b, g) in the following way: 
Q(b, g) is the quiver on the l vertices [those of MSk(b)] which has k i 
directed arrows for every arrow of label d i in MSk(b). 
EXAMPLE 9. Consider 
MN(C[T,T-~])(O . . . . .  0,1  . . . . .  1). 
a b 
Then b = (a, 0; b, 1), and the matrix skeleton MSk(b) is the labeled digraph 
[] 
• ~C )O 
If the generator data are g = (m, 1), then the quiver Q(b, g) is 
(m) 
• ) • OF 
77/ )> • 
• ( 
(m) 
according as deg T = e is not, or is, equal to 2. 
If m = (t/~ 1 . . . .  , /7/,l) E • l ,  then the variety of representations of a quiver 
Q with dimension vector m, Rep(Q, m), is the vector space where we assign 
to each directed arrow 
• )O  
i j 
the space M,,,:x,,,,(C) , that is, if we assign to each vertex i the space C ~"', 
then each arrow corresponds to a linear map between the vertex spaces. 
Observe that the group GL(m) = GLm, x .-. x GL,,,~ has a natural action 
on Rep(Q, m) by base change in the vertex spaces. Two representations in 
Rep(Q, m) are isomorphic iff they belong to the same GL(m)-orbit. 
If Q is a quiver on l vertices, the Ringel bilinear form R on 2~ 1 is 
determined by the matrix with entries 
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Not only do we recover the quiver Q from the Ringel form, but also a lot of 
homological information on representations of Q. Let V (W) be a represen- 
tation of Q with dimension vector a (/3); then we have 
R(a ,  j3) = dim c Hom(V,W)  - dim e Ext l (V ,W) .  
The Ringel form can also be used to give an algorithmic description of the 
dimension vectors of the simple representations of Q. Recall that A I is the 
cyclic quiver on l vertices with one arrow between successive vertices with 
the cyclic orientation. The following result was proved in [4, Theorem 4]. 
THEOREM 3. I f  Q is not equal to At, then m ~ ~l is the dimension 
vector of a simple representation of p iff 
(1) supp(m) is a strongly connected subquiver, that is, if m i -¢ 0 # mj 
then there is an oriented path from i to j in supp(m); 
(2) for all 1 <~ i <~ 1 we have the numerical conditions 
R(m,~)  <0 and R(S i ,m ) <~0, 
where 6i = ( ~ij)j is the standard basis vector of ~_t. 
Finally, recall the stratification result of [4, Theorem 3], which implies 
that if m is the dimension vector of a simple representation, then Rep(Q, m) 
has a Zariski-open subset of simple representations. Moreover, there is an 
obvious notion of degeneration of representation types which allows one to 
determine the closures and inclusions of strata; see [4] for more details. 
LEMMA 3. I f  A = MN(C[T,T-1])(b), where b = (ml, e l ; . . . ;ml ,  el), 
and if g = (kl, dl ; . . .  ; k~, ds), then if we denote m = (m 1 . . . . .  ml), there is a 
natural identification 
, ASki m~k~ ~b: Rep(Q(b  g),  m) ~ ~1, ~ "'" ~ d, 
Proof. It follows from the block description of A that an element 
~ Ad, has only nonzero entries in the block at place (k, l) iff d i + e k - e t 
is a multiple of e, that is, iff d i =e 1-e  kmode.  This block has size 
m k × m 1. Hence, ~ is fully determined by taking in Q(b, g) one arrow 
between the vertices k and 1 whenever the corresponding arrow in MSk(b) 
has label d c The lemma follows by superposition. • 
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We are now in a position to state and prove the main theorem: 
THEOREM 4. With notation as above, the foUowing statements are equiv- 
alent: 
(1) MN(C[T, T- 1])(b) is g-generated; 
(2) m is the dimension vector of a simple representation of Q(b, g). 
Proof. (1) ~ (2): Every element 6 in Aj is a matrix whose entries are 
all of the form aT  k for a ~ C and some k ~ Z. By 6 a we will denote the 
matrix in MN(C) obtained from 8 after setting T equal to a. If 
ASk, MN(C[T T- l ])(b)  is g-generated, there are elements (8(k)) ~ d~ ~ "'" ~ 
A *~' which generate MN(C[T,T-1])(b) over C[T,T 1]. But then, for a 
d s 
genetic specialization T ~ MN(C[T, T- l ] ) (b)  over C[T, T 1]. But then, for a 
generic specialization T ~ a the matrices 6(k) a ~ MN(C) will generate 
M N (C) as a C-algebra. These matrices correspond to a simple representation 
of Q(b, g) with dimension vector m under the identification of the previous 
lemma. 
(2) ~ (1): This part will be proved by induction on m and parallels the 
proof of [4, Theorem 4]. We will sketch only the main ideas. If k = E k~, we 
denote the map 
Rep(Q(b  g) m)~ A ~k~ ~L ~x ek , , d ,  ~ "'" ~ Ad, MN(C) 
by ~b A. The set of V ~ Rep(Q(b, g), m) such that ~bA(V) is a generating 
k-tuple of N X N matrices is Zariski-open for all A * 0. 
If all m~ = 1 and m is the dimension vector of a simple representation f 
Q(b, g), then one can use the strong connectedness and the fact that the 
total label of any oriented cycle is a multiple of e to produce the primitive 
matrix idempotents eli from a simple representation i  Rep(Q(b, g), m). 
Using these idempotents, one can then generate MN(C[T, T-l])(b). 
Hence we may assume that there is a vertex i with m~ maximal and >/2 
and that the result holds for all dimension vectors f < m. In particular we 
can consider the vector 
m' = (m I . . . . .  'D2i__l, mi - 1, mi+ 1 . . . . .  mr) 
As in [4, Theorem 4], one can easily reduce to the case that i is a good vertex 
[that is, there is no direct successor (predecessor) j of i with mj = m i, and j 
is a prism (a focus) vertex]. In this case, one verifies easily that m' is again the 
dimension vector of a simple representation f Q(b, g), and by induction we 
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may assume that MN_I(C[T,T 1])(b') is g-generated with b' = 
( nq, el; . . .  ; m i - 1, el;... ; m t, ez). Consider the nonempty Zariski-open sub- 
set U' of Rep(Q(b, g), m') such that the maps ~b a to MN_I(C) ~k give 
generating tuples for h :/: 0. As R(m',  3i) < 0 and R(~ i, m')  < O, we know 
that for any V' ~ U' we have 
Ext (V ', St) * 0 ,  Extl(S,, V ') 
for S t the one-dimensional simple representation concentrated in vertex i. 
Now consider the open subvafiety U of Rep(Q(b, g), m) of representa- 
tions V such that V' = Vim'  lies in U'. Consider a point in U, and consider 
the subalgebra of MN(C[T, T- 1 ])(b) generated by ~b(V). As ~b(V') generates 
MN_1(C[T,T-1])(b'), it contains a homogeneous element (of degree a 
multiple of e) with N - 1 distinct eigenvalues. There exists an open set of V 
with Vim ' = V'  such that the corresponding element C(T)  in 
MN(C[T,T-1])(b) has N distinct eigenvalues. By the block form of 
MN(C[T, T-l ])(b) we know that the (finitely many) eigenspaces of ~bx(V) are 
concentrated in the vertex spaces. As U contains an open subset consisting of 
simple representations, we may assume that V is a simple representation. 
Hence, for each of these finitely many eigenspaces there is a M z among the 
components of ~ba(V) which does not leave this subspace invariant. But then 
C(A) and a linear combination of the M= generate Ms(C), and this for a 
dense set of h ~ 0. 
Hence, let F be the C[T, T-1]-subalgebra of MN(C[T, T-1])(b) gener- 
ated by the homogeneous elements ~b(V). By the above argument F must be 
a graded prime ring with center the graded field C[T, T-l]. But then, F is a 
graded central simple algebra and must be equal to MN(C[T,T-1])(b), 
finishing the proof. • 
4. SOME CONSEQUENCES 
In view of the main theorem and the numerical condition of Theorem 3 
to determine the dimension vectors of semisimple representations, we have a 
complete solution to the generator problem for graded matrix algebras and 
hence, by the descent results of Section 2, also for graded central simple 
algebras. In this section we draw some immediate consequences. 
LEMMA 4. MN(C[T, T-1])(b) can only be g-generated if Q(b, g)  is a 
strongly connected quiver. 
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Proof. I f  m is the d imens ion  vector of a simple representat ion of 
Q(b, g), then its support, which is {1 . . . . .  1}, has to be a strongly connected 
(sub)quiver by Theorem 3. • 
We will now concentrate on the special (but important)  ease of matrix 
algebras generated in degree one. 
PROPOSITION 2. MN(C[T,  T- l ] ) (b)  is generated in degree one if and 
only if b = (m 1, O, m2, 1 . . . . .  m,,, e - 1) with all m~ > 1. In fact, it can be 
generated by k elements of degree one if and only if n b <<. km ~ +_ ~ ...... I ,,. 
Proof. Let us denote b =Orh, e~ . . . . .  ml, e I ) and g =(k ,  1) for k = 
dim Mx,(C[T,T 1])(b)1; then the only arrows in Q(b, g) are those from 
vertex i to vertex j when ej - e, is equal  to 1 or 1 - e. As e 1 < e 2 < ..- < 
e I < e, this means that there are arrows in Q(b, g) between two consecutive 
vertices only if el+ 1 = e i + 1rood e. Hence,  Q(b, g) can only be strongly 
connected if e 1 = 0, e 2 = 1, etc., and 1 = e and e 1 = e - 1. In this case 
k = dim M~.(C[T,T-'])(b)~ = E Fll i 
i~2/e2 







The Ringel form of Q(b, g) is given by the e × e mat~x 
1 -k  
1 -k  
-k  
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and m = (m 1 . . . . .  m e) is the dimension vector of a simple representation f 
Q(b,  g), by Theorem 3, if and only if 
Vi :m i <<. k "mi_+lmode , 
from which the result follows. • 
By descent we can now prove Theorem 1 of the introduction. 
THEOREM 1. A = Mn(D[X  ' X -1, ~b])(a 1 . . . . .  a n) with deg X = d /s 
generated by A 1 as Ao-algebra iff 
(a 1 . . . . .  an) =(0 , . . . ,0 ,1  . . . . .  1 . . . . .  d -X , . . . ,d -1 )  
ml me md 
with all m i >~ 1. Then A is generated by k elements of degree one over its 
center i f  and only if  
mi <~ k " m i +_ 1 for  all i mod d. 
Proof. I f  A = M~(D[X,  X -1, ~b])(a) with 
a = ( rn l ,0 ;m2,1 ; . . . ;md,  d -  1) 
and if the degree of ~b in Aut (D) / Inn(D)  is m and the index of D is i, we 
know from Lemma 1 that 
a ® C[T ,T  -1] = MN(C[T ,T -~] ) (b ) ,  
where C is the algebraic losure of the center K of D, deg T -- md = e, and 
b is equal to 
(ira 1 ,0 ; . . . ; im a, d - 1;im 1, d ; . . . ;  
im~,2d-  1 ; . . . ; im l , (m-  1 )d ; . . . ; ima,  e -  1). 
The numerical condition of the previous proposition applied to this case is 
that 
im~ <<. kim i + 1 mod d, 
from which the statement follows. • 
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It is now easy to find counterexamples to the conjecture of ['2, Remark, p. 
1697]. 
Let deg X = 2, and consider the graded central simple EXAMPLE 3. 
algebra 
A = Mk+ I(D[ X, X- ' ,  qS])(1, O; k, 1). 
Then A can be generated by k elements of" degree one but not by k - 1 
elements of degree one. 
5. AUTOMORPHISMS OF TRACE RINGS OF 
GENERIC MATRICES 
In this section we give an application to invariant heo U. Again, we x~411 
work over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and denote it by 
C. 
The group PGL,, acts on the space of m-tuples of n x u matrices 
m,i" = M,(C) ~" by simultaneous conjugation. Let Q;~' be the algebraic 
quotient variety M,~'~/PGL,, for this action, that is, the coordinate ring C[QII'] 
is the ring of polynomial invariant functions C[M,',"] PcL". 
A point ff ~ Q~n can be lifted to a (unique up to simultaneous conjuga- 
tion) m-tuple of matrices x ;  = (x  1 . . . . .  x, , ,)  ~ M,'," such that the representa- 
tion 
6(x ) : c ( . ,  . . . . .  .,,,> - ,  M, , (C) ,  ,,, .r, 
of the free algebra on m letters is semisimple, that is, the x~ generate a
semisimple subalgebra 
with Y'. e id  i = n. We say that ~" or x c has representation ~])e 
~'( ~) = T( X~) = (dl ,e l '~. . . ;  (]r~Cr) 
and denote by Q~"(r) the set of all points of Q,':' of representation type 7. 
For more details we refer to [3], where it was shown (among other things) 
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that any two points of the same representation type have ~tale (or analytic) 
isomorphic neighborhoods. 
In [9] and [10] Z. Reichstein studied the analogous (but much harder) 
problem for the Zariski topology. By constructing PGL,-equivariant automor- 
phisms on M m he was able to show (at least if m is large enough) that the 
automorphism group acts transitively on the strata and hence 
THEOREM 5 (Reiehstein [9]). Any two points of  Q~('r) have isomorphic 
Zariski neighborhoods if  m >1 n + 1. 
This result raises the obvious question whether there can be different 
orbits under the automorphism group for small values of m. For m >t 3 it 
follows from Reichstein's strategy that the heart of the problem consists of 
points of representation type (1, n) (that is, those corresponding to simple 
representations) which form a Zariski-open and dense set in Qn m. We will 
study here Qm(1, n) under affine automorphisms, that is, automorphisms of 
Q~? induced from those on C(u 1 . . . . .  u m) of the form 
Ui ~~ Ea i ju j  
with a = (a i j )~  GLm(C). Note that the action of affine automorphisms 
gives a GL m action on M, m commuting with the PGL, action. 
An m-tuple x = (x 1 . . . . .  x m) ~ M m is said to be generating if x deter- 
mines a simple representation, that is, belongs to 7r-l(Qm(1, n)) =Genn m. It 
is clear that Gen~ is a PGL,, × GLm-stable nonempty Zariski-open subset 
when m >/2. 
Gen~ ' contains a Zariski-open subset Sat m consisting of the saturated 
m-tuples, that is, those x such that x 1 . . . . .  Xm-1 already generate M,(C). 
Clearly, Sat~ " is a PGLn-stable nonempty Zariski-open subset whenever 
m>~3. 
As Sat~ ' is not stable under the GL m action, we wonder whether any 
generating m-tuple can be mapped by an affine automorphism to a saturated 
m-tuple, or equivalently, for which m >~ 3 we have 
GL m • Sat m = Gen~ . 
The relevance of this question comes from the following fact, which can be 
proved by mimicking the arguments in [9] and [10]. If m is such that 
GL m • Sat m = Gen m, then for every representation type ~" we have that any 
two points in Qmn(r) have isomorphic Zariski neighborhoods. 
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However, we will prove the following result mentioned in the introduc- 
tion: 
THEOREM 2. For all 3 <~ m <~ n - 1 
:¢ 
GL m • Sate' ~ Gent'. 
Proof. First we will give a procedure to associate to any m-tuple 
x = (x  1 . . . . .  x,,,) ~ Gent' a graded matrix algebra. 
Equip M,,(C[t]) with the usual gradation, and consider the C-subalgebra 
A x generated by the homogeneous elements 
tx i ~ Mn(C[t]) .  
Clearly, A x is a graded algebra, and we have the following commutative 
diagram: 
6(x) 
C(u I . . . . .  u,n) " M.(C) 
1 T 
m , Ax Gn ~(x) 
where G~ ~ is the ring of m generic n × n matrices, that is, the subalgebra of 
Mn(C[vi j (k)])  generated by the generic matrices V k = (v i i (k) ) .  Now Gn" is a 
graded algebra generated in degree one by giving deg vq(k )  = 1, and the 
map O(x) determined by sending V k to tx k is gradation-preserving. 
Because qb(tx) is a simple representation for any value t ~ C*, it follows 
from the Artin-Procesi theorem that there exists a homogeneous central 
polynomial whose evaluation .at A x is nonzero. That is, there exists a 
c = t f ~ Z(Ax)  for some f.  But then, the graded localization at c is a graded 
field and hence of the form 
Qgc(z(  A t ) )  = C[ t  e, t -e ] 
for some e, and as any specialization Q~g(Ax) / ( t  - A) = M,(C), we have 
that Q~(A x) is a graded Azumaya algebra over the graded field C[t ~, t -e  ] 
and hence (by [1]) of the form 
Qff(Ax) = Mn(C[t e, t -e ] ) (ml ,  0; me, 1; . . . ;  me, e - -  ]_), 
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where the determination of  b = (m i, e l ; . . .  ;m l, e l) follows from the fact 
that A,  and hence Qff(A x) is generated in degree one. More precisely, 
Qg(A x) is generated as a C[t e, t-el-algebra by the m elements tx i. 
Next, we will use our generator esults to construct x ~ Genn ~ - GL m • 
Sat~ with m = n - e. Consider the situation b = (1, 0; 1, 1 ; . . .  ; 1, e - 1; n 




Then we see that this m is a dimension vector of  a simple representation iff
k>~n -e .  
Hence, if m = n - e, we can take x as the m-tuple of matrices corre- 
sponding to a simple representation of  the quiver. Therefore, x ~ Genm. 
Further, any point of the orbit GL m "x is again a representation of this 
quiver. I f  some GL m • x lay in Sat m, then this would mean that the quiver 
with k = m - i arrows between the vertices would have a simple representa- 
tion of dimension vector m, which is impossible. • 
The idea underlying the above proof is the following. From [6] we know 
that in the Hesselink stratification of  the null cone Null,  ~ of the PGLn-action 
on M m there appear for each m ~< n - 1 nonempty strata which were still 
empty in Null,  ~-  1. By taking the associated cone C(x) of a simple represen- 
tation x one obtains a subvariety of Null~ of dimension n 2 - 1. Clearly, it 
should make a difference whether C(x) hits (or does not) one of these new 
strata. The construction of A x is a ring-theoretical version of  taking the cone 
over the orbit PGL n X C* -x ,  and Qg(Ax) is the algebra corresponding to 
PGL-x  × C* .x  - C(x). 
I f  one considers a specific quiver setting and simple representation, it is 
possible to prove the above result by elementary methods. 
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(a) 
(a) 
EXAMPLE 4 (Guralniek). Let m = n - 1, and consider the quiver sett ing 
Then (1, n - 1) is the d imens ion  vector of a simple representat ion iff 
a ~> n - 1. Hence,  there are e lements  in Gen~ - GL  m • Sat m by the forego- 
ing results. 
For  example, def ine x i = el, i+ 1 + e i+l , l ,  where eij is the e lementary 
matrix with 1 in posit ion ( i , j )  and 1 ~< i ~< n - 1. It is easy to see that 
x = (x 1 . . . . .  x , _  1) generates the full matrix algebra [and corresponds to a 
simple representat ion of d imens ion  (1, n - 1) of  the above quiver]. We claim 
that x ff GL,~-  Sat~ *. Let  y~ = E j  a i x j .  The claim is that Yl . . . . .  Y,-2 do 
not generate Mn(C) for any choice o~ aq ~ C. Let  v = E~-  l bhVh+ 1, where 
v I v n is the standard basis of C n that is ei .v h = 3 .h i )  i Then for 
, , - - ,  , , j J ° , 
1 ~< h ~< n - 1 we have X~Vh+ ~ = ¢~ih l ) l  . It is now easy to see that we can 
choose b 1 . . . .  , b , _  1, not all zero, so that y~v = 0 for all 1 ~< i ~< n - 2 (this 
amounts  to solving a homogeneous  ystem of n - 2 l inear equat ions with 
n - 1 unknowns).  Hence,  Y l . . . . .  Yn-2 do not generate Mn(C), as claimed. 
EXAMPLE 5 (Referee). Let 3 ~< m ~< n-  2, and consider the quiver 
setting 
where the loops are given label zero and the arrows label one. Then  
(n  - m + 2, m - 2) is the d imens ion vector of a simple representat ion iff 
m - 2 ~< a(n  - m + 2). In particular, this is the case if a = m - 2, but  this 
is not always a min imal  situation [that is, (n  - m + 2, m - 2) can be the 
d imens ion vector of a simple representat ion for the quiver with a - 1 arrows 
between the vertices]. Still, one can give an explicit example x = (x 1 . . . . .  x,,) 
Gen~-  GL . , -  Sat~'. Take x 1 = A, x.2 = B where A and B generate 
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M,_,~+2(C) (the loops in the quiver), and x i = e l ,~_m+ i + e,,_,,,+~, 1 for 
3 ~< i ~< m. It is clear that x E Genn m, and as in the foregoing example one 
can show that every m - 1 linear combinations Y l  . . . . .  Ym-  1 of the x i have 
a common nonzero element v = E '~h=l bhV ..... - +h in the kernel. Hence 
x ~ GL m.Sat~ n.
6. PERIODIC FAT POINTS 
In this section we will give an application to the study of the Proj of 
graded algebras and in particular to the determination f the types of periodic 
fat points which can occur. 
The setting will be the following: Let A be a connected positively graded 
affine C-algebra which is g = (k 1, d l ; . . .  ; k s, d s) generated, and let m = 
~k i. We consider Repn A, the variety of n-dimensional representations of A. 
Clearly, Repn A is a PGL,-stable closed subvariety of M,, "~. Moreover, the 
gradation of A endows this variety with an additional C* action. Consider the 
one-dimensional toms 
C* ~ GL m via t [ td~ tdsl ;
then Repn A is PGL,  × C*-stable. 
It is natural to define the nth approximation of Proj A to be the orbit 
space 
proj, A = Orb(Rep,, A, PGL n × C*), 
as for commutative A we have projl A = Proj A. Observe that there is only 
one closed orbit in Repn A for this PGL n × C* action, namely the trivial 
representation, so the usual affine quotient variety will not be useful in this 
case. 
Now, assume that A has an n-dimensional simple representation. Then 
the set of all irreducible n-dimensional representations 
open 
Irr~ A ~ Rep, A 
is a Zariski-open subset which is clearly PGL,  × C*-stable. As a first 
approximation to the orbit space proj, A one can study the orbit space irr, A 
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of orbits in Irr,, A. As the stabilizer of any point in Irr, A is of the form 
1 × Ixe for some e, all orbits have dimension n 2 and hence are closed in 
Irrr, A. Therefore, if we cover Irr n A by affine PGL n x C*-stable subvari- 
eties, we can construct irr,, A locally by studying the corresponding affine 
quotient varieties. A natural way to do this is to consider the special affine 
open sets in M~" determined by a homogeneous (with respect to the 
gradation induced by the toms on C(u 1 . . . . .  u m ) or on (;m) central polyno- 
mial. In this way we get a scheme structure on irr,, A. 
The orbits in Irr~ A have the following module-theoretic interpretation. 
Recall that a fat-point module of A is an equivalence class in Proj A, a 
representative F of which is a graded (left) A-module which is 1-critical with 
respect to Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. Recall that fat-point modules are 
simple objects in Proj A (which is the quotient category of gr A, the category 
of graded left A-modules by the Serre subcategory of torsion A-modules). 
We will say that a fat point with representing module F is periodic of 
multiplicity n if F has a simple quotient of dimension n. The reason for this 
terminology is that we can choose F such that the Hilbert series has rational 
expression 
 e,t) = 
mlte! ~- ... +mlte~ 
1 - - t  "2 
We will say that the fat point has period e, multiplicity Emi, and type 
b = (ml,  e l ; . . .  ; ml, el). The fact about the Hilbert series will follow from 
the proof of the following result. It is based on similar results in [5] and [11]. 
PROPOSITION 3. With notation as before, there is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between 
(1) PGL n × C*-orbits in Irr,, A and 
(2) periodic.multiplicity-n fat-point A-modules. 
Proof. (2) ~ (1): Take a representative F of the fat point with n-di- 
mensional simple quotient determined by the matrix m-tuple x = 
(x 1 . . . . .  x,n) ~ Irr n A. The orbit corresponding to F is PGL~ × C* • x. 
(1) ~ (2): Let x = (x 1 . . . . .  x m) ~ Irr n A be a representative of the or- 
bit. The kernel of the corresponding morphism A ~ Mn(C) is a maximal 
ideal; consider the maximal graded ideal contained in it. It is easy to verify 
that this is the kernel of the graded morphism 
~b~: A--* A~, 
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where A x is the graded subalgebra of Mn(C[t]) (endowed with the natural 
gradation) generated as a C-algebra by the elements td l ' x l  . . . . .  tds 'Xm . 
Precisely as in the foregoing section, one can show that the center of A x is 
nontrivial and that the graded ring of quotients of A x is a graded central 
simple algebra nd hence of the form 
A -~ A x ~ QgA x = Mn(C[t e, t -e ] ) (ml ,  e l ; . . . ;m l ,  el) 
for certain numbers e, mi, and e i such that e i < e and ~ m~ = n. The period 
e can be recovered from the action as 
1 X II,~ = StabvcL,×C, (x) .  
Denote the graded field C[t e, t -e ] by R; then we can view the right-hand 
side as the graded endomorphism ring of the graded R-module 
V = R(e l )  ~m' ~ ... • R (e l )  ~ml, 
where R(k)  denotes the shifted graded module, that is, R(k)  i = R~+ i. 
Observe that the graded algebra morphism A ~ END V makes V into a 
graded A-module. The fat A-module corresponding to x is represented by 
the graded A-module F = V>~ 0, which has Hilbert series 
2U( V,  t ) = 
ml  tel + ... q-raltet 
(1 - t  ") 
It is easy to verify that these two mappings are inverse to each other. • 
Our main theorem imposes restrictions on the types of periodic multiplic- 
ity-n fat points which can arise in Proj A. 
THEOREM 6. Let A be a connected graded algebra generated by elements 
o f  degree g = (k 1, dl; . . . ; k s, ds). Then A can have a periodic multiplicity-n 
fat-point module F o f  type b = (m l, e l ; . . .  ; ml, e t) only i f  
(1) n = E m~, 
(2) m = (ml , . . . ,  m l) is the dimension vector o f  a simple representation 
of  p (b ,  g). 
Clearly, the defining equation of A may impose further restrictions on 
the types of periodic fat points that can occur. For example, it was shown in 
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[5] that if F is a periodic fat point of A which is generated in degree one and 
is the quotient of an Auslander egular algebra, then the only types that can 
occur for A are (m, e). 
However, in the generic ase when A is C(u 1 . . . . .  u m) or •m, the above 
restrictions are the only ones and one can describe the scheme irr~ A rather 
explicitly. It would be interesting to generalize the results of [2] (where the 
case was treated when all the variables are given degree one). We leave this 
as a suggestion for further research. 
We will end this paper with one application to the Proj of generic 
matrices when we give the generic matrices V k degree one. As we indicated 
above, we can cover the scheme irr n G~' by affine varieties which are 
determined by graded localizations Qc g G~" where c is an homogeneous 
central polynomial for n × n matrices. As G m is generated in degree one, we 
g m know that Qc G~ is a strongly graded ring. Therefore, one wonders whether 
it can be reduced to the form A[x, x l, 49] if we localize further and whether 
irr, G m can be covered by such special strongly graded algebras. 
In [2] it was shown that this is always the case if n = 2 and cannot be so 
for n > 2 and m large enough ( >/2 n - 2). In fact, the reason for stating the 
conjecture [2, Remark, p. 1697] was the belief that one could take m = 2 in 
this result. Even if the conjecture fails to be true, we will show that the 
consequence is still valid. 
PROPOSITION 4. For n > 2 one cannot cover irr,, G~' with special 
strongly graded algebras of the form 
A[x,  x - l ,  49] 
where deg x = 1 and 49 is an automorphism ofthe degree-zero part A. 
Proof. Consider the graded matrix algebra 
Mn(C[T, T -1 ] ) (a,  O; b, 1) 
with T of degree two and with a =b =k if n =2k  + 1 and a =k ,  
b = k - 1 if n = 2k. The corresponding quiver situation is 
a (m) b 
(m) 
and one verifies that (a, b) is the dimension vector of a simple representation 
for all m >t 2. Hence, by our main result, the graded matrix algebra can be 
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generated by m elements w 1 . . . . .  w m of degree one. The map 
~b: G~ --* M, (C[T ,T -1 ] ) (a ,O;b ,1 )  
defined by ~b(V k) = w k is graded, and we have that ~h((~:~)C[T,T -1 ] = 
M,(C[T, T-1])(a, 0; b, 1). That is, ~b is a central extension. Therefore, P = 
Ker ~b is a graded prime ideal of G m of p.i. degree n. Therefore, the graded 
localization at P or p = P n Z(G~) is a graded Azumaya lgebra QpGn ,g  m and 
we have 
QeGng m/pQeG,g m = Mn(C[T,T-1] ) (  a, O; b,1)  
One verifies that the degree-one part of M,(C[T, T-1 ])(a, 0; b, 1) contains no 
regular elements (the rank of every element is ~< n - 1 by the choice of a 
and b); therefore QegGn mcannot be of the form A[x, x -1, ¢]. • 
I thank R. Guralnick and the refereeforpointing out the elementary proof 
ofTheorem2. 
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